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Powerful interactive
analysis of large
datasets at your
fingertips

The rapid evolution in manufacturing processes is
making more specialised and centralised quality
assurance strategies a top priority for OEMs and their
suppliers.
Manufacturers want to use the heterogeneous data drawn
from automated and manual metrology systems to inform
decisions throughout the production cycle, but that means
being able to integrate and analyse dimensional data
efficiently and accurately. That’s why global manufacturers
in sectors ranging from automotive to shipping use eMMA
software to plan, collect and analyse dimensional data
across various stages of the product lifecycle. In addition,
eMMA offers native 3D functionality and integration
with product data management (PDM), product lifecycle
management (PLM) software and other enterprise software
systems.
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Manufacturers also need a system that can deal with
the growing quantity of dimensional data generated by
3D optical metrology systems. Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence has designed an innovative software module
called eMMA Inspector to make it much faster for

The module provides an integrated 3D
environment for the joint analysis of
both optical and feature-based tactile
measurements.

manufacturers to analyse large optical datasets. eMMA
Inspector uses lossless compression to reduce binary STL
meshes to 5% of their original file size, making it possible for
manufacturers to upload multiple sets of results into eMMA’s

INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES

3D interactive analysis environment either in real-time or
post-processing. The deviation calculation technique used in

In addition to providing common data analysis functionalities

eMMA Inspector is standardized and neutral, and the results

such as color-mapping, basic statistical analysis and

are directly stored in eMMA’s database.

direct comparison between measurement results, eMMA
Inspector offers cutting planes, which can be customized
and configured to focus on a specific profile of the measured
part. This allows engineers to do a close-up analysis of an
area and place it within the context of the full set of results
for the part. eMMA Inspector’s graphical interface meanwhile
facilitates an intuitive, multi-perspective analysis of the
measured parts with a “split” view option letting users
view the same part from multiple different perspectives
on a single sub-divided screen. These views can be easily
synchronised or controlled independently of each other.

Measurement captured with Hexagon White Light Scanners

METROLOGY SYSTEM INDEPENDENT
eMMA Inspector supports data exchange through all stages
of product development, prototyping and production,
independently of the measurement system being used. It
also handles optical measurements in multiple formats and
provides an integrated 3D environment for the joint analysis
of both optical and feature-based tactile measurements.
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INNOVATIVE DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING
Once a rich analysis has been obtained it’s imperative to be able to document the results and share them with stakeholders.
eMMA Inspector’s “video of the day” feature facilitates reporting by summarising the measurement results in chronological
order in the form of an easy-to-understand animation, which can be saved as a video file and easily shared.

GOING A STEP FURTHER IN PROBLEM SOLVING
All of eMMA Inspector’s capabilities are available in the advanced eMMA Assembler module, which combines the analytic
capabilities of eMMA Analyst and eMMA Inspector to support both tactile and optical data analysis. eMMA Assembler’s
functions also support the virtual analysis of multiple assemblies and matching parts such as flush and gap inspection, as
well as assembly process simulation and analysis. This type of analysis facilitates the fast identification of problematic areas
and their effect on the manufacturing process.
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